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*
University Problems in the Training and Utilization

Of

Urban Education Leadership

"argirot 7amsev Inrt Frank T7, Lutz

Introduction

The nature and degree of problems encountered by a university attempting

to assist in the training and utilization of urban education leadership is

affected partially by its geography. If the universityis part of the urban

center it will likely find itself consistently bombarded with requests for

assistance to solve urban problems. The university may find itself stepping

back in sheer self-defense. That self - defense may well go too far and often

urban school districts find it almost impossible to obtain the kind of help

they think they need from urban universities that are-literally "across the

street."

The non-urban university encounters a different problem. Their faculty

reads about urban problems but does not often encounter them. As a group

their interest is at best "intellectual." In order to get involved they

usually must travel long distances at considerable cost, and the few who

are willing dnd want to become involved have a difficult time in convincing

their collea,,,ue,or the urban school dif,trIct.that. their intere,,t is real

or worthwhile. In addition, they arc critized for :.;,ending their Lime in

theft clli_agues or the tit' .n school di Strict thelL IL

rea: or worthwhile. In addition, they are critized for spendin;_, their time

in areas not of concern to their "usual clientele." Add to the .e ituatlow,

the natural emnitv between :he "theoretical" orientation of univkrsltic': and

the "practical" nature of urban school district,, and the prt,b1,.- ,rat

btween urban 'shoal di,,trirts and tiniven.ities, in t'ie

of ( .2 L !( t ..,11;) ,11221or.2 o',112-mouilt .C2) Yt t I

I
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occurs. This paper describes our experience at Penn State (a non-urban

university) with Philadelphia (an urban school district).

Internal Problems

Universities, like urban school districts, are in financial trouble.

On a fiscal basis alone it is reasonable to question the continued existence

of either. Neither is in a position to supply their own organizational

resources to "bail out" the other. It is only with great difficulty they

both can be convinced that they share common problems (meeting the needs of

the citizens of the state) and should and must join together (use the resources

of each) in a common effort to solve the piessing problems of public educatipn.

The development of educational leadership is part of this common problem.

But it is unlikely_thdt cooperative programs will occur between urban districts'

and universities except that such programs can attract outside funds. With

grants from federal and private agencies becoming more difficult to obtain

these programs become more unlikely.

The first problem the university encounters 15 Ow to get funds to

attract urban leadership into some type (any type) of program. It is

4

unusual if potential urban- leadership Will be attracted to non-urban univer--

sitles without ittractivt stipend, and tuition grant, not likely to he

upplikd from nnyverity or -,choo 1 'district re-ource,.

The u(xt problem is .one of stafiing the progiar-,. Faculty salarit-, must

lac ,,,tpplied, ;V,, Nil usually from outside ,,tortes. It is imlikrly that

will he rewarded by their univeritle,; for participation in r.uch

"practical" pry,trmh either by payment for overload (which they will undoubt-

edly f..-Itour-Iter) or by more rpiLl pro k'n or ttnnre. It I , lilt

th,: Y111 1,e penali:!cd. keynote to .t,iff phtticip,ition thereffue,

r-
)
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individual committment. Professors, like other humans, divide unequally

between the committed and the uncommitted,, with the statistical difference

favoring the uncommitted. Among the committed there are many interests and

goals to which one can be committed, urban problems only one among the many.

Thus, staff redruitment is difficult.

If these problems are overcome and urban leadership talent is recruited

into a coMpetently staffed program (even with relative good stipends) there

will be cultural shock for both the students (particularly urban minority

member) and the university community (usually white and non-urban oriented).,/

Adjatment in all of the above areas almost surely requires certain

changes in the organization that are or will be perceived as changes in

the relative power and status of the parties and programs-involved. Such

changes will cause problems from the untenured, uninvolved assistant professor

all the wav up the organizational ladder to the president's office. Given

the persistence of the organizational bureaucracy these changes are not

likely to advantage the urban programs or their personnel. As these changes

start to effect any real or persistent change in the university the going

get-; rougher. Realistically it is not likely that much permanent change

in the uuivi,r-,rt7 due to funded u.t4,an programs will endure beyond the exist-

j,1*r Inst itutinnal "committr..nt"
rather

.
t.' 1,,hi 1 ity of out<, fun.k; Ind It 1,1

f vi-y

I it .
,!..

he.prohler. f trw,t and cooper.ttle-,n hetwen ari.! urt,an

.

1- I. fl'.

(, ',c)ta t tin Jan . nut,.ide nit ;gyp edit,, "tru ( no; ';..cu 1i.

1;



Even so the initial trust is
likely to be an apersonal (one-to-one) basis.

One would hope that interpersonal trust, upon which first interactions-are

likely to be based, will grow toward institutional trust. Given the problems

mentioned above, this is unlikely. If someone with organizational rank in

the university or college has a close personal relationship with another

in the school district who holds organizational rank the opportunity to

cooperate is more likely (i.e. the Superintendent of schools and the Dean

or department head). The higher the rank the better, for almost certainly

some established rules and procedures in both organizations will have to

be modified if a successful process of training and utilizing education

leadership i to be brought about. "Programmed decisions" will fail to

produce results. Students will be refused, residency requirements will be

an obstacle, re-entry in the district will be difficult and disappointing.

In those and other areas "creative decisions" will be necessary if the

prol-ru-1 is to he effective.

There will be disappointments for both organizations in the process.

Eve,n the t enClusiastic and committed people will he frustrated by

ttl.:ir awn bureaucracies as they attempt to respond to the needs of the

other orwizution. If trust dct.., not exiA thixw diqappointmeht.; will:

.fistru,t and
will lo7elorate re Citing

-!-.1'tt7fnt

lr
ahanion7eot of the cooprdt.ve eff,,rt. tho oe:,..

of a fe re;uire,! a-, the liffi(ult procc,-- of mi ntoinin s and

nurturin,. of the r-litionship

As and if the cooperative rel :t ioi ,i ip ;rows h.lth the 'chre

and th.. univer I will find proi,lem', exi,ting the-isolvc and otb..r

imtitlIti.u) with shf..'1 rel ic
1:nel.

uni-er,itie will e-hlbtt tliat the7 h t terelv )r,tE!

' . l'erha; t '.17,4' 11711'.f'1` f t 14' r
'

h
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the school district at,an earlier time. Now, however, they see some advant-

age in such cooperation. Some forms of pressure will be brought on the

school district to work with,these here-to-fore uncooperative universities.

If the new interest in cooperating is real this is a plus and should be

capitalized upon for urban education can use all the help it can get. The

initial cooperating university may feel abandoned as the school district

builds relationships with other universities. In addition the cooperating

university shoqld be prepared for accusations that the cooperatiVe program

represents unprofessional compromises with the "standard" cannons of scholar-
.

ship. The best that can be done is to be sure that such "informal gossip"

is unfounded, for the gossip, ill surely occur and the criticism will surely

take that form. As it reaches the home university the cooperative program

wAll likely have to defend itself internally as well as externally. If the

program cannot demonstrate its academic viability not only is the program

in deep trouble, but, probably dead.

Joint c r Proble-ils

The criteria for selection of program participant:, will differ among

all inter,cted ',,1).-unit of the cooperative program. The graduate school

W 11 1-, t1.. -t,n4'ard and traditicu-lal reiuirerent adIiion a', the

,:. v. .t,1 chilitv. ..cho,-11 trict, eperatin,',

In irul,
..icr-itic fa i.inn will pvicteive

lett«,u in tile prf',:ra.-1 a i "1,ay,,-)ff" tor joh, well ne in the di.,trizt

of ihtcllectnil lhl l ley. Between tht.,e'ippistr lw,itiow, re ,tis

n...li .1 is « in loaden.,..p will Lot: 1«, liii '«c it l not

;,n1 it 1,-.11. .itt. t,e1pL:t tvt

11,t1:t.. tilt In tht '1r

tri inl,,t1 I v, turf in I, r hip will

Ilot int, t I I t tlt . iht. carp: idate 1:111',t t' e dt r,;ntr I rate
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an ability to think and write conceptually and creatively. This does not

mean that the successful candidate msut meet the highest possible standard

formulated by those at both ends of the practice-scholarship continuum. It

means that the candidate must demonstrate dig.. ability to achieve acceptable

success in both areas.

A second joint problem is the establishment of administrative internships

for program fellows following their campus residency. Such internships are

important. These internships should not be jobs. They should provide the

opportunity for the intern to practice the theory he/she was exposed to in

the residency. There should be the opportunity to get a broad view of the

system, work under and with competent top echelon administrators attempting_

to solve important school district problems, and have the opportunity to

demonstrate to top district decision-makers their adminstrative competence.

This ,type of internship cannot be solved by the university alone. The

establisft-ent of such internships -- except for their place in the academic

program and the residency preparation of the fellow for the internship

is the sole province of the school district. For political reasons it is

difficult for the school districts to meet ;lia responsibility completely.

The re-entry of the fellow -, into the program is a compftcAted problem.

tin tb. ..tier re spon,;ibilty for the r,ol4ng of this problem with

j.nd for t'1,. -,ame n)litical (rd union cuatract) t:wy

will not liely -,olve the prohlen completely. Yello;.',. ,,elcted

by the di ,t-rit and unive!-,ity, -ho have :,acrlfird to participate aril

hive been ,occe',,,ful at the unlvity will have profe,.,,ional

conideraldv above tho',e they for-lerly if re-entry is not

cart 11111'. t;,e ,11, 111 r; I tr tc't viii ri., 1, tt l file! Ind

co:pptent Ie Ider. hip. SpeefficnIlv if the urhAn ditrirt cannot or will

110 1rf'.'1,!. 1,1,11;';) I t'dd 1 tilt' t le Cie it t prv ided are 1 ow
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level opportunities without clear and rapid opportunities for advancement,

program fellows will leave the district in order to find those opportunities.

Finally a goal of most cooperative school district-university programs

is proported to be, and should be, to bring about meaningful and, planned

change in both institutions. One need not debate if all change or any and

every change is good. Most can agree that some changes in urban education

and universities would be helpful. Change is most quickly and easily

accomplished on a charismatic, personal leadership basis. Structural,

institutionalized change is much more difficult in both argatizations. Some

,,/charismatid change will occur due to any urban district-university program.

After the money and specifice leadership is gone, it is unlikely that

instit

the ch

tolera

tionalized permanent change will retain." some small amount of

nge that had been or might have been will remain. Institutions can

e charismatic change that rests on individuals because the institution

outlives t individual and most "others" outlive leaders, particularly

0
change agents. Thus, institutions fight hardest for the status quo when

confront(5d with structural, institutional change. But organizations, like

/-
people have memories and habitual responses that are imprinted due to

experiences. The imprint of the cooperative program will remain and some

change All hove occurred. Grand and global changes in institutions; will

not likely remain after the money and person; are gnne, ilw,:ever. Such an

expectation is unrealistic and an unl:',-elv result.

Con(11,,ion

What then of attempts of urban school dnd un_fversitic to

Loopellte in the training and utilization of education lc.ider,.hip'

ptc,;'nc,A, I', not ;7 ,od. Sett thr difficult i not irmo Wy do not

belfry( t h it coll(Trs of edneationyan witIwnt fro-



urban school districts, nor that urban schools can solve their problems

without help and resources that exist in universities. The tribalistic

regression into self-scrving postures make such cooperati\-, programs

difficult. Yet some successes have occurred and these may expand upon. It

is likely they will be operated upon individual committmeni and trust among

a few from each organization. These vople may meet frustration and

.,

disappointment, Eut the goal for which we strive is worth the effort.

4 1



The.!-;election and Training of Urban

School Administrator-,

Eugene J. Richardson, Ji.
tt

.11 racial minorities in the United States have hten'vstet iticallY

re-;tricted from administrative positions in public school districts, While

11.1ack,, and other racial minorities constitute a large percent of the urban

school's population, the number of Blacks in administrative staffs is small

h- comparilon. ::ationwide, minorities account for 27 percent of the -,chool

population. The pu,lic school populations in the large urban area-. are now

c

over 5n percent' non-141ite.

group administrators are needed in the systems for a

lumber roa,,om;. Children of the minoritie,, need to -.ou adult Tt.vmht.1- of

LIft.ir race in po.,ttion., of power and authority, 'they need ,ticce!-,sful mudels

Irom %.:11(11 to -hone i r live, and a,i1Lrntion-q. Whe,i voting people see that

r, of their group exerci-;e. power and .,;ontrol over Cleir affair-, it rIve,

T
(-)t- .flirpo and mot i vat 1017 toward achiever . 1 (Tian found

'1,at tlio three at mea,,1ire(1, ,,ense of control over environment ,how(d

,t ront,e t rel IL ip to ach Icy( ment .

t (nal tv opoortuni Iv Moan'. t hat minor itic, mu Irtvc an ctain 1 ch.inj

1171 i hie in the hoo - The adnin .t rot lye

')o I di Irt ct d re f 1 co t t j.t11111, coliwo,-,iir ion

t -, L.1.1.rnt 1

0-111 t ./(' 1 earn 1111`,. rt:atl t t tie exe on rom cow-, derat fop ,,t

and t he it v.

I



potential -,tudent', with personality Attribute,, that will lead to -,ucce-s

in academi.( well a, other fields. Holland
2
reported that the California

Der,onalitv lnye,tor, yielded predict ivy validity signifi(dntiv -,uperior

to the. Scholastic Aptitude test -,col-es or grade perint average-, of ':itional

"erit Scholarship winners.

The Achiever Personalty Scale constructed ' c., Fribe is a part

of the empir ally validated Opinion Attitude :tte4t Survey. This

0

scalt measures personality associated with the !Pala] criteria of academic

sn less. People who score well on the Personality scale wnally have enualiv

',high grade point averages in college and work up to their potentia:.

and O'Connor state, 06.

The personality Scale predicts college grades about is
well as the typical acadeic ability test. Furthermore,

scores from the chi. .er Personality SCale do not correlate

with scores from the ability tests. That'is, the Scale

measures something important in academic success not measured
by ability test. Tn short, the Achiever Personality Scale
is a od indicator of academic motivation and conscientiensnes--

i'ersonality scale-, can be used in selecting sLudent1,-from minorW4fr.,-rlumt.t

thereby avoiding the bin!, of the standard academic; test-,

,rades are frequently used as a means of selection for adyanced

training program-,. The rationale seems to he that those who h.:Nit done

well in the past will do well in the future. Taylor, Smith and

have shown that even for highly intellectual job-, like scientific researcher,,

superior on- the -job performance is related in no way to better grade,. iii

college. Berg,
6

in a hook titled Education andJobs: The (4-eat Tv 'ling,

Robbry, has summarized other studies which show that neither amount of

education nor grades in school are related to vocational occupacions.

the training of urban administrator, can he ,accomplished in cooperation

,with a universitY. Special programs cr,n he developed utilizing departments

of educational admini,,tration and the broad course offering-, of the other

10



colleges. Program participants can ,either spend full academic terms or

summers only on campus if commuting is CQO time consumi g. (Miler arrangements

mic-ht he made where the professors travel to some convenient place within

aool district. This arrangement would, of course, greatly redtice

the available courses.

Besides the regualariy offered educational admin Slration courses,

urban,s'chool adminstrators should receive training in the behavioral

sciences which provide a background that will give the administrator a more
4:3

sophisticated view of schools, students and socity. The urban school administra-
0

for must orovide for a highly diverse and complex student body. He must

in many instances conceive of and administer an organization that will

not only help able young people, learn but it must also motivate C'e. inert

and reform anc redirect those students of culturally different backgrounds.

This is a formidable task. Courses that deal with the psychology of

'learning, behavior modification and personality development are but,a few

that deal with the problem and will prove helpful.

The design and administration of prog.rams of instructions can be

better fitted to a community when one has first hand knowledge of the

people, their style and their aspirations. A training program for urban

-administrators should provide participants with experience in urban communities.

Universities and school districts can establish cooperative relationships

with st'ahle community organizations with which program participants can

hp conne. od during the internship phase of their training.

Structured seminars are an effective means of integrating the thoughts

of the educational administration courses and the behavioral sciences,

and focusing them on the problems of urban schools. Profeor,-, of the

various disciplines serve to stimulate and direct the discussions. Seminars

al,,o provide an opportunity for groups of participants to get together to
4 al



stimulate and reinforce each other and to discover each others' special

interests. Seminar', afford an opportunity loc. those administering the
*

program to receive feedback from the parkicipants.

The internship is an actualizing part of the training program and

should occur in two phase. Phase one for a student would take place half

way though his course Work. This will enable the trainee to learn of and

, gain a feel for problem areas around which he can select future courses

upon returning to the university. The second phase of the internship can

occur at the end of the academie work as is usually the case.

Practicing administrators of proven ability, from principals on up,

should be urged to accept interns for training. Interns should be placed

in individual secondary schools as well as in other levels of the school

organization.

some trainees maw ,prefer working in areas of administration that do not

deal directly with students. Job descriptions and the training requirements

for the 'many positions in the administrative ranks should be available for

the trainees. This will help to insure that the' program participants

receive the training needed for the areas in which they wish to work.

It is grossly wasteful of human and financial resources to establish

a program to train individuals without planning for their utilization.

To maximize the rate of utilization, upper level administrators in the

'school district should be made aware of the program, its design and expected

output. The upper level administrators should receive profiles of the

participants as they near the completion of their work. The personnel

office should be fully involved and made every effort to place program

12

graduate,, in administrative positions leading to greater degrees of responsibility.

The program participants should he tapped into the pipe line at information

about posiCirm open/L2s Program graduates should he encouraged to serve
r-
)



,
on and be appointed to the various administrative and service committees,

thu-, increasing their exposure, experienc2 and contributions to the district.
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The Elementary School Administrator's Perspective

By

James E. Washington

o

lhe purpose of this section is to discuss through the elementary

principal'AN perspective, the trainingand utilization 'of administrators

for urban'school systems. There is no suggestion that rural or urban

school systems do not have, particular needs unique to themselves, but

because of'the complexities of the urban systems there are certain needs.

Both rural and urban administrators will agree that the role of the

elementary Principal has undergone significant change during the last

decade. For the urban elementary principal many factors have influenced

that change. The-few that may warrant mentioning are: the advent of

teachers' unions and their demands for equal voice in many areas thought

before to be solely the re-,ponn.ibility of the principal; the increased

parental involvement in matters concerning the schools, and the constantly

increasing need to adjust to the mobile urban school population. No

longer is the principal viewed as the "captain of the ship" or "teacher of

teachers,' but as a facilitating manager who must like a baker, blend the

various ingredients in order to get the perfect cake.

"the training of administrators generally rests with the colleges and

univer,,itiec, which have been authorized by their respective state; to

grant (_ertitication,; Ale colleges have ;attempted to change their offer\ings

in order to he more4relevdnt to their client,;. Even in their,adju,tment tcw

,,chool'-; differ in courses offered to prospective urban ,or rural principals.

The uniquenes:, of each s'emh to dictate a difference in needs. Mile
4 14.1
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is not a negative reflection on university professors it is necessary to

say that in general most have been removed from the schools they teach

about, and their approach is more theoretical ti an practical.

The school systems are in a pition of having to accept any individuals'

credentials who has been trained in a state certifying school. It is

possible, therefore, that an individual from a borbugh near Shickshinny,

Pd. may end up, after a few years of teaching in Philadelphia or Pittsburgh,

a an elementary school principal,.

The urban school svStems realize their needs for teachers and

administrators, but are not authorized to prepare them. The colleges are

authorized to certify students, but are not totally aware of the needs of

the school system,,. The maeting of the two functions would seem to satisfy

1
the end of each and produce the desired outcome.. It would seem that when

the school systems can express their needs to the universities and colleges

and tho:, (nil i vu i sf-t. c.0 train and produce individuals

to meet tho;4- need,,, each ,,eparate -,vstem has fulfilled its goal.

Mlle 's'e realize the importance of the propoer training, it becomes

,i worthless excercise if the skills are not utilized. Imagine the quarterback

who for four ear has worked to becoming excellent in his position. lie

'll'- become a pin-point passer, can change signals at the line of -;crimmage,

read defenses like a ten year professional and earns all-American honors.

Iii,, work and training; are for naught when he realizes that he hasn't been

drafted nfTer the final round. Therefore the training must he toward a

purpo,, and that purpose should he the utilization of acquired skill.-

AV I at tilt', time refer to a program which feature,, some of th, fatets

ilreadv mentioned and the reference i,, made to the,Universitv-School

,tem program conducted between Pennsvlvania State university and the

hoof ';vstcm of Philadelphia, Pa. 's
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The Ph.iladelphia- Penn State Leadership Training program was one

of five 'suc4i rams in existence in the United States. The purpose of

these program.P'as to select, prepare and return to the school systems
qualified individuals in the area of educational administration. The

planning of the program and the selection of the individuals was done jointly

between the University and the school district. Although there was an

expression by the school system that the courses offered be directed

to particular problems the urban system, the instruction was the

responsibility of the university. Although the university made certain

suggestions as to the place of program 'parti6ipants, placement and Aicilization

was totally the responsibility of the school system.

A particular feature of the Philadelphia-Penn State leadership

program was the internship to be served by the participants. Internship

is not unique to this or the other school district university related programs,

tut ar is not a requirrmunt in-many uult_tfyinpriinlycr,,

Mille students of education are unable to receive certification until

th': have participated in a practicum period, it is possible in many

instances for students of administration to become principals with serving

an inti.!rn,,hip or practicing period. The internship segment of the program

allowed the partcipant the opportunity to observe and become involved in

admin:strative decisions and performances.

oc administrators in the urban schoOl system tends to

depend heavily on the competition for available job slots. The difficulty

fared by candidates for positions, whether program participants or not,

i , th it tiaining doe,, not v,uarantee utilization. Thy te,,ting pro(eihire is

canal to all,candidated, therefore training serves only as an entry into

the eyamination. The university-school system program Lad as goal



the establishment of A cadre of indivfduals prepared to handle the various

complex problems unique to the urban schools. As alluded to previously

the utilization and training processes are not jointly done. This should

no he considered an attack on the school system, because it must be realized

that there can be no policy which, accepts, the products of one university,

and exclude the products of others, or even show favoritism to one.

The suggestion would appear to he a collective agreement between the

urban school systems and the certifying universities and colleges. The

schools (universities and colleges) must gain a better understanding of

the needs of the school systems, and in order to do that there must be

continued communication. The school systems must realistically evaluate

themselves to determine real goals and objectives. To reach this realization

it is apparently necessary to solicit the views, opinion and involvement

of the communit,'.

!here must be clear lines drawn to separate the role of the training

institutions, and of the school systems. The institutions should because

of the role it has have complete control over the training aspect, but

not without being aware of what the training is for. The realization that

,(1001 -,v->tem,, have the right to establish procedures for utilizing trained

individual:- is firm. Ihrough the cooperative approach at leastschool

Systems will be aware of how the candidate has been prepared. There

little satic,faction in being the best trained harmonica player in the New

York qvmphony.

17



Training and Utilization of Administrators

For Urban School Systems

By

William Ross, Jr.

A District Superintendent's Perspective

The turbulence and social unrest which characterized the late 60's

signalled the advent of a new era and preponderous changes the the public

schools of our country.

This was especially true in the urban centers. The school administrator

had traditionally been viewed as the master teacher, the instructional

leader, the answer to every problem that might arise.

Schools had traditionally existed, aloof, almost in isolation and

oblivious of the clientele they purported to-serve. Citizens in the city

stood in awe of the school. They were expected to comply and accept passively

18

whatever the sch6-61 chose Jid a citizen dare challenge the

,,chool,, on its routines, its pronouncements, or its response to parental

request-- k

The rise of teacher militancy and unionization -.the expectations built

up by civil rights the disillusionment of parents with pupil achievement

in the ha,,i skills put the urban administrator in a new light. In fact,

the cr" came from the communities that if you are not relevant to our needs,

vim must go. Fvoryone was caught. Many schools of administration had not

ally noticed the sleeping giant that had sprung its weary head. In

.ome instance,,, the curriculum had not changed for years.

The course- in School finance spent too much time on federal or state

finance of school systems and not enough on the political forces that hold

the purse strings on education. The course in school law did not prepare

"1
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the administrator for those surprise happenings which might occur at any

time in an urban school setting which might threw him in the middle of a

big law suit, and, the last example that I might cite would be the lack

of systems to prepare the urban administrator with the skills necessary

for coping with various problems that are confronted daily in large districts.

As a District Superintendent in a large urban setting with 42,000 pupils

from kindergarten to grade 12, my job is endless. I must direct the improvement

of the instructional skills through strong motivation, and educational

leadership of principals. I must introduce new educational models consistent

with current population needs and interests. I must articulate within the

district the various educational components in order to assure continuity in

the flow of the educational process. I must assume a major role with community

agencies to promote understanding of and involvement in the educational

decisions. I must set district goals and objectives that support and are

consonant with overall school district policy. I must monitor all resources

Allocated to the district and, above all, among other things, see that the

,administrators have the sufficient tolls to do the job that they are supposed

to have in order to reach the educational expectations that all of us want.

Our administrator,, in urban school syst.ems need detailed study in the

area of human relations, negotiations, budgeting andofinance, social services,

resources, recent national state and local school law information and,

tailed work in systems analysis, if they are to survive an the urban scene.

I, per,oaully, would like to advoccte what I call the medical model of

training for An administrator in the urban setting. Like the medical doctor,

Lie administrator in training should get a dose of what it is like with a

seasoned practitioner or clients who have educational needs. He :;hould be

dire(tlY involved with solving or mediating parental complaints, handling A

disruptive ,tudent;, in-service education Ind staff deve:opment for teachers,
Vi')

4
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have a knowledge of problems of school facilities, be able to handle school

accounts, know how to observe the instructional process, and be well versed

in new programs. The urban administrator should possess the knowledge of

how to interpret the data from research in order to effectively plan with

his constituents a balanced program based on the findings.

I mentioned erlier that the urban school administrator should possess

those skills necessary that are needed in large school districts to cope with,

and handle problems peculiar to his environment and situation. The problems

in -,ocietv become problems of the school. Somehow, the administrator must

be emotionally stable, be able to control his anxiety, be determined and

aggressive, be persistent and at times tenacious, and, above all, possess

professional integrity. If, on some days, he finds that Most of his time

is spent on problems of student conflict, unreasonable parents, the problem

of narcotics, child abuse and neglect, teacher apathy, or central office

bureaucracy he must develop the art :of managing himself effectively.

l'nles!, he does this, no amount of-ability, skill: experience, or knowledge

will make him an effective administrator in today's urban setting.

It is a major responsibility, then, of the District Superintendent to

utilize the talents and strengths of the urban ldministrators in his charge

in order to effectively make a change in the district to improve the quality

of life for all of the constituents that reside therein.

If we are to provide quality, education, and meet not only the current

ecdti, but the changing needs the skills mentioned in this paper must be

a
aLquired by the urban administrator in the bi-centennial Years of our

rountIV.
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Another District Superintendents' Perspective

By

William H. Harris

Introduction

The population size of the large cities has diminished during the

past twenty Years. The composition of that population, how6er, has undergone,

significant changes. The in migrations have been largely poor, black and

Puerto Rioan. The out migration has been affluent and white. A dwindling

tax base and the increased resistance of tax payers Lo spiraling budgets have

resulted In a 'rash of rejected school bond issues. Paralleling this phenomenon

has been the civil rights movements, the growth of4eacher militancy and

student protest. Newcomers to urban America, influenced by this activism

have in increasing numbers begun to look at their schools. They have contended

that the schools are not sensitive to the needs of their children.

Historically, the urban school and its =unity have been ideologically

close. It has always, according to Fantini and Weinstein,
I
called itself

the great homogenizer. It has taken great masses of diverse people and

acculturated them to the middle class mainstream. Phenix,
2

in relating

the school to the community, pxpinined that the school did not exist for its

own sakc; nor for the benefit of any special group or class within society

but exited to serve the many and varied groups and individuals that

,together made up the community.

A number of current writers, however, insist that the present urban

school is failing or has failed in that task and that the ideological

distance between what the school does on the one hand and what its clients

need on the other has brOadened.

In ;,j roc rent ctudvof urban school problems, Fantini and Weinstein have



concluded that the acculturation process is no longer working. The urban'

school no longer, seems capable in its present state to transport lower class

masses to the middle class mainstream. In fact, they insist that an opposite.

result is occurring. Many of the processes established by the schobi.s are

intended to stamp out diversity, both cultural and individual, so that the

urban school actually alienates diverse pupils and keeps them disconnected_

from school. Spain, discussing the same problem as it affects the local
I

school administrator, 'states that the gradual separation of the school from 2
its community has provided a fertile field for critics and enemies.

J
4

acobsen, et al have also noted'the growing separation of school and

community and the subsequent exploitation of that separation. The attacks

have been primarily of two kinds: (l) Those who believe sincerely that tne

school is doing a poor job and. should he improved and (2) attacks that are

malicious in character. The former 'is caused' by lack of understanding of

hat the school is doing, by poor s-t-hodr-community ferdtiOns ant unsound

financial operation-i. The latter is caused by persons seeking tax 'reductions,

those desiring publicit. and opponent of public education. If

Contemporary observers of the urban eclocational scene have listed several

factors contributing to the schoo4t-community r.onflict. Fantini and Weinstein

110,7k ,-aid that the out migration of upper and middle clai=o-; familieS from

the irtis have left the publtc schools in those cities the habitat of the

,,ocio-economically disadvantaged. This trend has helped produce the conflict.

!he whools have been unable or unwilling to meet the needs of its n.,w clients

Ind to adjust them-iel to a changed miiieu. ar4,0 Wein4ein characteri.;r

the urban milieu thie,lv
,

"The urban school 'has attempted tv shy away from thfumi

going nn. irf the real world which are part of an urban child's,

experience. Thus there a dichotomy and tension between the
urban curriculum and Vie school's more rinti,-,eotic

curriculum a dichotomy that usually leach, the urban child
-, j--
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to label the schools curriculum as phony."

Charles E. Stewart, et alb in examining the problem of urban administrators,

conclude that disadvaneaged people tend to be action seekexs and carry a

censtant sense of anxiety.
*I

The Field Administrator and The Community

The sheer size of'large urban school districts make necessary a

- t

wide
*

qpan of administrative control. The Superintendent in such districts

handles the delegation of authority through a system of administrative levels.

The 1-evels begin with the superintendent and extend downward...to the classroSm

'teacher. In gtneral the larger the schoolrsystem the greater the numb.er of

admini,raLive layers. Thus we find deputy Superintendents, associate or

superintendents, field or district superintendents and so on. The

field-or district superintendent, unlike e-ther-s-in-upper administrative_

Livers, is usually housed or stationed in the district over which he administers.

hr is, as the name implies, the field represenntive of the superintendent

of schools. The changing role of the district superintendent and oNer fiodd

administrators and the new expectation upon Chat role holds significance

for thArraining and utilization of administrators ror urban school systems.

The District Superintendent and. staff exists primarily for service

and ',upport to district sch s and theft- staffs, for educational leadership

If1/
in the kroadest snse and o liaison between central administration and the

tiold. rheir duties and responsibilities vary from locale to locale but

voncraliv include most or all of the following:

1. Responsibility and accountability for deLisionc inyolvitig
instructional program, district personnel, the budget, puprl
*ervices and community relations.

'temhor,.hili in the s(hool superintendent's cabinet.
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c..

4.

3. Leadership in planning and coordinating district Wide programs.

4. Participation in the selection Of principals and other district
., personnel. 4 -

5. Appraisiil and evaluation of the performance of principals

and other district administrative personnel.

-.?6. Appearances before the BOard.

7. Direct community involvement.

8. Fxpenditure and accounting of petty cash funds.

9. Liaison between the field and central administration.

Local urban communities continue to demand a direct input in the

running of their schools. The direct (action) protests that characterized

this concern in the past decade have abated somewhat but parents still

"shop" for quality schools, are concerned about budget.items, demand removal

.
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of unresponsive principals and teachers and urgae cUrriculdm changes. These

demands and concerns are visited upon the local school and principal but in

increasing number are being depositied at the door of the District Superintend (it,

Parents and community persons rely heavily upon line and staff

charts in determining who in the school bureaucracy has the power to adjust

a remedy., Unfortunately such charts do null* to, explain the dynamics of

real power in an organization such as a large system. While they are useful

in setting forth the physical position of a role incumbent and as a kind of

map to guide those who seek to "work through channels," they fail to delineate or

explain fully the true flow of power or where decisions are made. Those whdM

the Lchools serve and mho have Legitimate concerns mistakenly made many of
- -

their demands upon a District Si-erintendent or principal who may no longer

tw in a . position to act upon them.

Alvin W. Gouldner in his book, Patterns of Industrial Bureaucracy,
8

describes the twilight of middle management. He discusses the encroachments

made upon middle management peroga'.ives and power by unions. The, growth of
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teacher unions and influence in the running o( urban schools is well

documented. Teacher contracts have carved deep inroads into the areas that

were once deemed sacred to administration. While union contracts have affected

upper or central office management, they have most directly modified the

perogatives of principals and district superintendents. School boards and

their neotitiating teams have domenstrated a remarkable affinity for contracting

away the domain of their field administrators. Teacher unions now have a

direct say in the assignment of teachers, transfers, working hours, committees,

duties and relationships with students and administrators.

In addition principals, supervisors and other first line administrators

have organized-themselves (in many urban communities)into .union type

organizations. They have negotiated contracts with school boardA that

carefully spell out their relationship with the district superintendent and

central administration. Such contracts, when they exist give principals rights

that further curb the perogatives'of their' superordinates. Thus the

district superintnendent is becop.ing the managesrial cutting edge. ,In that

respect he is replacing the principal, who is beginning to unionize.

Field aAinistration at both the principal and District Superintendent

level, continues to bear the major Iesponsibility for pupil, parent and
1

0community pressure. central office administration, on the other hands,

has demonstrated scant enthusiasm for a decentralization Of power and decision

making to the field. Matters of the budget, salaries of personnel, allotment

of personnel, f;urriculum And the like are decided at the central office

with certain union contractual itoutse

In the area of pupil services, a series of court decisions, stimulated

by community and student advocates, have curtailed the power of field

admini,,tration in certain pupil personnel areas. Many of th4 decisions



affecting student transfers, suspensions, expUrstons, drops etc. are no

longer the judgments Of school men, but haw_ been mandated by the courts.

The courts have invaded the hollowed sanctuary of the school-client

relationship, forcing revisions in pupil policies. District Superintendents

may no longer assign pupils at will or transfer pupils at will. Principals

may no longer suspend or expell without a court prescribed due process.

These forces impinging upon the perogatives of urban administrators

affect appreciably the manner in which they deal with their role prescriptions.

Institutions concerned with the training of urban administrators and school

district utilizing them must take these new as well as the old constraints

into consideration.

Institutions training perspective administrator ,for careers

on urban education must develop training models that will take into full

measure the pluralistic power sources thatrun large and complex school

systems. These models should consider among others the following:

1. The demographic changes in urban communities.

2. The dwindlim>, tax base and the reluctance of local, state

and federal legislature bodies to "bail out" urban systems.

3. The informational and communication gap between the school

and it clientele.

/1. The increasing power of teacher unions.

5. The tendency of middle school management (principals and

supervisors) to organize and to separate themselves from upper

administration or management.

6. The entry of courts into school decision making.

School districts in'their utilization of administrators trained in such

P precepts would he well served to:

1. Join training institutiom; in sett4ng up responsive and

clon
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adequate training models.

2. Provide internships that ,implement training institution

programs.

3. Give high priority to the narrowirg of the community

information gap. it,

4. Heal the breach between middle and upper management.

5. Utilize administrators versed in the training model.
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Alternative Program Administrator's Perspective

By

Robert C. Hutchins

Large urban school systems are faced with a tremendous challenge to

)73

provide appropriate learning experiences and increased educational opportunities

for the various life styles of students living in the innercity. Students

who are caught up in a society that is rapidly changing, both socially and

technically. The educator in the urban school system finds himself faced

with increasingly difficult conditions under which he has to do his job.

Crowded classrooms, limited facilities, shortage of supplies, disruptive

students, and austerity budgets all stand between thducator and his task.

A growing number of educational leaders of urban school systems are

increasingly aware that schools, as they exist today, are failing to meet

the needs of a vast portion of the school population. Federal and state

legislatures, school boards, universities, educators, and community and

civic groups have sought and are still seeking solutions to the problems

of urban education. This search for solutions has led many urban school
S

systems to explore the role of alternative schools as a possible solution

to some of the problems, (motivation, curriculum, crowd control, scheduling,

disruptive behavior, and 'economics) which plague so many urban schools.

Innovative alternative schools within the public sector have been in operation

for a short period of time in Chicago, Philadelphia, New York, Baltimore,

6erkelev, Dallas, and many other cities that are too numerous to list. The

trend toward alternative schools has captured the attention of educators

across the nation.

If these alternative schools are to prove useful as viable educational

models, then a training or retraining program for leadership of these schools



must emerge. New models of administrators don't spring, like Athena out of

Zeus" head, they must be developed.

Leadership prograffis must address themselves to the task of developing

trained individuals who can administer alternative schools and made them

a viable promise that offers fundamental improvement of learning and opportunity

for many urban school children who need the skills, motivation, and broad

based experiences necessary for success in life beyond high school. A Gallup

Poll conducted in 1973 reflected support for the idea of alternative schools

by both lay people and professional educators (62 per cent of parents, 80

percent of professionals indicated that it was a good idea.)

As alternative schools continue to develop (their numbers are growing

at a rapid rate), and as the nature and scope of alternatives within the

pub2ic school sector begin to expand, a rather unique need will be created

for training programs in order to develorOcompetent leaders for these schools.

I would like to present some ideas that I belie've.are relevant to the

task of leadership training for alternative schools. In one part, they

have been developed from the varied array of 14terature addressing the

I

alternative school movement. In another part, they are merely my own

humble views on desirable directions that the leadership development process

,,hould take.

Based on an examination of the literature, including the November issue

of Educational Leadership.) the Journal of the Association for SEpervision

and Curriculum Development (1974) devoted to alternative educational programs,

it would seem appropriate to say that programs for the purpose of preparing

administrators for alternative schools, to a noticeable degree, have vet

to emerge on university campuses.

Without belaboring the point, it appears safe to say that administrators

will need to be trained in increasing numbers if alternative schools are to

2
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continued as models of education change for urban school systems. In

order to insure that-more schools of choice develop within the public

sector, urban school districts will need to move to increase their dialogue

with universities that train educational leaders. Urban school systems

will need to provide clear and concise statements of programmatice school

system goals to the university so that both the trainee and the uniVersit-,

an aware of leadership needs.

The leadership training and development process should clearly he

A major concern of both the university and the school system. If special

educational problems exist in an urban school system that an alternative school

might solve, then special leadership training programs must he established

at the university that eventually will lead at least in part, to the

resolution of those problems.

Tie selection process, whether done by the university or by the school

district, or jointly, should be directly related to the resolution of a

specific educational problem' existing within the school district. Both

the university and the school district must be guided in the selection by

an as,,essment of the trainee's understanding of his or her committment to

the resolution of a specific educational problems through the acquisition

of certain skills, the mastering of certain knowledge, and a willingness

to explore certain attitudes important to the development of the studnets

who will eventually come under the Influence of that individual's leadership.

The school system must, in turn, clearly articulate to both the

tr4inee and the university a willingness to utilize in a new and meaningful

way the trainee's knowledge, understanding, and competencies in order to

solve or help resolve existing educational problems within the school

,,vstem. Those trained for administrative roles in alternative schools

must he affordcd ,the opportunity to become change agents and make important

,ontrIbutions that make a difference in a positive way.
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Properly trained alternative school administrators emerging from the

university, after their training or retraining, must be made visible to

the school system. One method of assuring the visibility of a trainee is

that of providing the trainee an opportunity to serve an alternative school

internship and have a case study experience. The internship should be

adequately funded and supported by both the university and school district.

Universities will profit froM the clinical setting and the school system

will have the advantage of determining a precise assessment of the trainee's

developing skills, understandings and learning theories that can be

directly related to the resolution of a jointly identified school district

problem.

If alternative schools are to play an important role in solving urban

educational problems, a plan must be designed for the leadership training

and development of aThninistrators for these schools. Any plan that begins

to address the very serious problems that are abundant in urban school systems

Mould he jointly constructed by both the university and the school district.

Any plan for the training and utilization of administrators for alternative

program,, and qchools must have a well thought out selection process, training

component, and utilization committment. Alternative schools seem likely to

suffer from acute growing pains, and without adequate and effective training

for leadership for these schools, we are apt to wind up like Columbus. We

don't- know where we are going, and most assuredly, we won't know where we

are when we get there.
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A Central Office Prospective

By

Lionel Lauer

In order to view this program from the perspective of the School

District of Philadelphia, one must examine the setting in which the program

began.

A first consideration is that it was initiated by the school district

itself in response to an assessment of need relating to political issues

of the day. Student unrest, racial confrontation, under-represented minority

leadership in the schools and administration, decentralization and others

forced the district to/scrap Miletofore inviolate procedures in order to

open up the system.

One approach was the use of a provision of the educational home rule

charter that allowed the superintendent to select up to 5 % of his total

staff without employing the traditional examination process. A number of

,,uch appointments were made as vice principals in secondary schools. All

such action was subject to board approval of course and was to later be

known simply as "57 appointments." Pennsylvania State University made sincere

overtures to deliver certification programs to many of the abovr, who

incidentally were predominately Black and not holders of the required

principals certificates. Several accepted such a program and an empathetic

relationship between two institutions took hold.

Going on at the same time was the detailed study of the vice principal's

position through a joint committee of administration and the Philadelphia

Association of School Administrators. It aas recommended that a position

of vice principal he established in the elementary school and present holders
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of that position be required to secure an elementary principal's certificate.

Sill another pool of personnel was needed whose training would meet a rather

high need.

The EPDA based program that was to grow from a proposal that had

its roots in these causes, attempted to install several features in its

initial structure.

Through a Policy and Selection Committee, one comprised of the Superintendent's

cabinet and leading university staff, selection of personnel for the program

was governed by the notion that a pool of eligibles be trained in areas of

administration where needs appeared to be emerging within a five year period.

Initially the two major groups in the program were vice-principals striving

for certification and principals and central office personnel working on

the Ed.D. or Ph. D. Those candidates not in administration at the time,

were afforded a three month administrative internship with the though that

this was an approach to broadening their administrative internship with

the thought that this was an praoch to broadening their administrative

background and also displaying the products of the program to key district

and central office leadership.

This historical development of our perspectivj must also call to mind

the sudden shift of conditions in Washington the late 60's and early 70's.

Sources of funds that appeared to be dependable dried up and with them

an expanding school district, in terms,/of personnel to meet the leadership

needs of newly designed programs, became instead a system that struggled to

stay open from-.one contract negotiating period to the next.

As our program's first wave of trainees completed their requirements,

the perceived follow-through support system didn't produce for the
L.,

participant what had been by him as the logical next step; that of a

promotional opportunity.
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Instead the school district by action said to the candidates, "to a

great extent, you're on your own. This is as far as this program can take

you promotionally. It Your training is sound you can compete equally with

graduates of more traditional programs." And They Have.

However, as the song once said, "I never promised you a rose garden"

neither did the school district see all graduates moving to the. superintendency

of a system or district within a 3 year period. Rather, if interest in

producing system-wide change, for the improvement of opportunities for

children still exists then this new found,pool of expertise will apply

their skills for the renewal of our school district on a school by school

basis. We must at least light one little candle.

Phis program has been responsible for providing the certification

requirements to 50 rieople now on the job in vice-principalships in our

secondary schools and/or administrative assistants in the elementary schools.

There are now or soon to he 20 people who have been awarded their doctoral

degree; several directors, assistant directors, prin4ipals, a university

dean, key person with nIC and assistants to district superintendents among

them.

The pool of leadership from which to draw still abounds with people

po,,ses,,ing training, creativity and drive. In an effort to continue to draw

attention to the potential of such people two additional features have

been installed this year. Doctoral program members have developed five teams

ind are producing research and position papers in areas tha fleet the

snperintendnet's goals and priorities for the eventual use of upper

administration in dealing with the issues so reviewed.

As you might perceive, such a pool of skilled personnel are sought

after by other districts and institutions and several have gone on to

hccomc regional or national leaders. Recogninzing vast room for more sensitive
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a
support and development,of individuals the individuals the school district

must from the perspective of considering the original needs for first

implementing such a program, consider the Penna. State/School District

of Philadelphia leadership training effort one most worthwhile and one

1
that will deliver dividends for many years to come.
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'The Insider'Looking Out

By

William L. Garberina

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to describe the process facing a student

in a university-school district educational leadership program when he

decides not to return to the 'sponsoring school district upon completing

his residencey at the university. In an attempt to develop a conoeptual
ON

perspective of these events, the author will draw upon Carlson's notion

of 'place bound' and career bound' superintendents and apply it to the

student process.

C,

The Perspective

Essentially Carlson concludes that individuals striving to enhance

thkir careers move through two general patterns. The individual who wishes

to improve his status by working and remaining loyal to one organization

is 'place bound' in his orientation. This individual perceives his advadrement

through the intimate knowlege of the workings of the organization and

years of formal and informal contacts within it.

The 'career bound' person who whiskies to improve his status sees,

advancement through an overall commitment to his profession, attendance at

conferences to keep abreast of professional development.; at the national

level, improvement of his profession through research and so forth. ANIough

the 'career bound' pattern seems more ideal than the 'pl'Ace bound'

pattern, it has the same goals; status enhancement and recognition.

6
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The Cask of Amantillado or Walking You In

When the author was chosen as a fellow in the Pennsylvania State

University Philadelphia School District Leadership Program, he was

basically 'place bound' in his career pattern. After serving five years

as an elementary teacher, he became the administrative assistant to the

elementary principal 1.n the same school. The position of administrative

assistant is a lateral career movement in Philadelphia which can serve cs

aea stepping stone to the principalship. Also, it becames the administrative

burial ground f4 many individuals.
1

(The author had no intentions or working in a district other than Philadelphia.

As with other\ 1 \rge school systems, Philadelphia offers many opportunities for

advancement. Administrative positions. abound throughout the school district;

one car become a building administrator, or work in one of the eight district

offices, or obtain a position in central administration.eoreover, numerous

staff positions at various levels of responsibility are opened for application

each year. To enhance a 'place bound' career orientatio. the Philadelphia

School System offers attractive salary scthedules for its professional

personnel. At any given salary level, the city surpasses the surrounding

districts in monetary rewards. This, of course, is a major factor in an

individual's decision to stay in the system and 'wait fo.,: a break.'

:here are come drawbacks to working in a large bureaucracy, and the

Philadelphia School District also exemplifies these factors. Many individuals

apply for the above mentioned positions. To qualify for the list, written

and oral tests are generally given. If an individual passes these hurdles,

he is placed on a list that usually has a one or two year duration. After

appointments are filled from the list, the other individuals are chosen as

people move, transfer, or retire. If a person's name is not reached on the

list, or he fails to qualify for it, he must wait until the test is given again.
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The author viewed the Penn State-Philadelphia Leadership Program from

a 'place boupd' perspective when he was accepted. He viewed the doctorate

as a form of mental GASSING. There would not be that many individuals applying

for a principalship who had a doctorate. This would improve the author's

chances substantially. Also, theldoctorate would probably give fiim the

opportunity to qualify for positio s in the district offices and central

administration. Finally, since the school that would last three years, there

would probably be special 'consideration given to the individuals in the

Program. With this 'place bound' 'entation the author embarked on a

year of residency at Pennsylvania State University.

The Battle of Jericho

After the first few months of residency at Penn State, the author discovered

that the other eight members in his group had basically the same aspirations. The

doctorate would serve as a means to speed the provess of entering administration.

two unique features of being a fellow in the program served to

start the chL,:ge of the author's perspective to 'career bound.'!

Seminars were held once a week by the-co-directors of the program. This

enabled the author to share not only his academic experience with the

fellows in the program, but to talk about similar professional problems

in the city school system. As-his conceptual basis of administrative

problems grew, the author began to view administrative decision-making,

not only in terms of solving the day-to-day problems, but placing oven

routine decision6 In a.larger framework of policy procedure .end social

system's analysis. These factors broadened his horizons of possible

alternatives to administrative decision-making.

At the same time the fellows in the program began to discuss these

i .sure in the sam light. The seminars became an arena for the d'scussion

-e I
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of conceptual solutions to problems, and the ways to apply'these solutions

In practice. The academic experience was a stimulating and rewarding one,

above the 'place bound' perspective it originally offered. The author

came to a belief that the reason administrators shy away from hard decision-

making to solve problems stems from the fact that they have 'place bound'

perspectives. If one views his career as unalterably tied to one organization,

his loyalty to that organization will overwhelm, other considerations in

the solutions to problems. Mainten once of the status quo is the by-word

for 'place-bound' decision-makers.

fhe other feature of the program was the encouragement by the co-directors

to write and give professional papers at national conferences, either

individually or as part of a symposium. The author became involved in

this portion of the program and was exposed to professional opinions from

all sections of the country. This experiece broadened :14 perspective

concerning educational advancement outside of Philadelphia.

The program at Penn State also gave the author the opportunity to interact

with administrators from across the state. The author shared ideas with

rurual, suburban, and middle sized city administrators. He quickly had the

myth destroyed that the only place where the real educational challenbe lies

is in a large, multi-racial, multi-ethnic school system. The challenge is

not the only one, it is simply a different one.

During the final term of his residency in the summer of 1973 the

author returned to Philadelphia to apply for two positions, the principalship

and administrative assistant. Although he failed to make the list of

principals, the author did secure a position as an administrative assistant.

The Walls Came Tumbling Down

Snmewhiit frustrated with himself at not reaching the principal's list

he applied for principalship in districts around the state. He received one

ell
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in a district close to the university. This appointment put himunder cross

prt2tiSUrc.

He was, naturally, hal, to become a principal. On the other hand,

the Philadelphia School District'had invested time, money, and other

expense to train him in edu':ational administration. This problem was

obupled with another anxirty. Although his residency was completed, the

author would have entered an internship upon his return to Philadelphia.

This would have placed him, for at least six months, in an upper administrative'

levelin the school district. He would have had an opportunity to view

the district process at a higher level before retuzning to work in a

school building. This, of course, was an opportunity not easily discarded.

The final decision, based on a career orientation, developed after his

experience at the university. It enabled the author to embark on a career

pattern that he was not considering before his admittance to the program.

It should he noted that the training received at Penn State, although geared

specifically to urban education, was broad enough to provide the author

with the prequisite to work in a rural principalship.
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Summary

By

Frank W. Lutz

The above positions reflect several prospectives of our university-

urban district cooperative leadership program. These in-:Jude students

now holding positions of : a high school assistant principal, one elementary

principal and an assistant principal, one administrative assistant to the

district _uperintendent, a special program director, and one who left the

district now returned and one who returned to the district but has now left,

have expressed their views. In addition the central offices director of

staff leadership and the university's co-directors present their perspective

as as a district superintendent who worked with many of the students

as administrative interns and selected several as administrators in his

district. All agree on the overall general success of the program. This

conclusion of course, could be spurious they are all our friends and co-

participants. tJe the project failed each in part had a hand in the failure

and of course if it is a success they, to large measure, each contributed

to that success. But there are other criteria to evaluate the success.

Seventeen persons in the program have finished doctoral. programs. At

least ten more will complete in the near future and of the forty-five

who have been or are in the, doctoral program another five to ten will probably

complete. ThLs is a good record. Of the approximately 150 in the various

phases only nine had to he dropped without achieving either degree or

principal certification. This is an outstanding achievement. As pointvd

out in Lauer's section most individuals have bettered their personal-

professional situation. This is a good record.
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There have been problems however. These are pointed to through out

the papers. They include:

1. Lack of organizational or institutional committment (either
university or school district) in the perception of money.

2. This leads to the notion that such programs rest upon the
individual commitment of a few in each organiation. This

was the consensus of 100 % of the five directors of city-university
programs funded by EPDA at a recent meeting in Detroit.

3. While generalized leadership training is necessary, leadership
for solving specific proglems is also useful. The first step

in this process is identification of problems and ordering in
priority. If individuals having some skills are then identified

and the skills additionally needed specified university-city
projects would be more meaningful. University courses, internships

and research could then be directed at solving specific school
district problems and returing fellows could be placed in
strategical positions in terms of the problem solving plan
developed by the district and the university. If,correctly

handled, outside funds might be secured to assist in the
problem solving either in terms of research and demonstration
grant.

The failure to even establish much less accomplish this
process was the major failure of our project. There are many

reasons but in my view the major reason was the refusal of the

school district to cooperate, even in terms of problem
identification, toward which training might be directed.

4. En summary, the evaluation report of 1972, the brief report
of 1974 and an addendum to the current status of students
where applicable is attached to this paper.


